
Soccket

An invention that not just gets kids to exercise and burn off their excess energy but even saves this 
energy to power your household

‘An invention with revolutionary potential for the developing world‘- TED

‘Its quite extraordinary, Kick a ball turn on the light’ - Bill Clinton



DARwin

DARwIn-OP stands for Dynamic Anthropomorphic Robot with

Intelligence–Open Platform is a miniature-humanoid robot platform with

advanced computational power, sophisticated sensors, high payload

capacity, and dynamic motion ability.



AR Pool

This device uses a mounted camera to capture and model the current position of all the balls on the 8 ball pool table.
Enter augmented reality, the system then projects onto the table the outcome of your shot as you line up the cue.
Allowing you to perfect your aim and strike. There’s this nifty physics simulator that suggests the best shot given the location
of your cue ball in relation with the other balls and pockets that makes it magic.



Jeff lieberman

MIT Roboticist

Host: Time Warp (Discovery Channel)

He shows technological sculptures around the world, to bring people an 

emotional and mystical connection with science and the universe



Marshall Strabala

Chief Architect : Shanghai Tower

Architect           : Burf Khalifa



Robert Aumann

Nobel Laureate, Economics (2005) : For his work on conflict and cooperation through game-

theory analysis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_theory


Boaz Almog

TED Speaker

High Tc Superconductivity Group School of Physics and Astronomy
Tel Aviv University

"It looks like something out of a magic show, where the magician is able to defy gravity and float or levitate an object in midair with 
no apparent explanation.“- CNN.com



Arunachalam Muruganantham

TED speaker, Low Cost Sanitary Napkin



Bindeshwar Pathak

Padma Bhushan recipient

Energy Globe Award recipient

Founder of Sulabh International

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Padma_Bhushan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_Globe_Awards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulabh_International


Mahesh Murthy

Founder and CEO : Pinstorm

Managing Partner : Seedfund

Founder and Principal: Passionfund


